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Thornhill To Head Senior Class
Other Positions
Go To Trescot,
Moorer, Norris
V. N. Thornhill, mechanical engineering junior of Charleston, defeated .1. E. Sultij, civil engineering junior of Memphis, Tennessee,
for the presidency of the
rising
senior class in an elect:on held
Wednesday.
J. H. Trescot, mechanical engineering junior of Columbia, was
.elected to the office of vice-president over his opponent, L. T. Jady,
agriculture junior of Orangehurg.
Other new officers are J. M.
Moorer, industrial education junior of Navy Yard, as secretary and
treasurer; and F. K. Norris, agricultural engineering junior of
Eutawville, for historian. The:e
two men defeated J. N. Young,
agricultural economics junior of
Florence, and G. A. Beach, mechanical engineering junior of Columbia, respectively.
The winners each received a
majority of the approximately 65
votes cast in the election in the
first balloting.

Spring Inspection
Held May 12,13
Annual Spring Inspection was
held at Clemson on May 12 and
13 by an inspection board of six
officers, but as yet the official
report and rating by the . board
has not been made.
The group of officers arrived on
the campus May 10, in time for
.tie Mother's Day ceremonies, and
began their official work Monday.
After a complete inspection of
the records of the Commandant's
'•fiHce, th$ instruction office
the college quartermaster storeroom, it was stated by the board
that Clemson compared very favorably with other institutions..
President of the inspection board,
Col. J. W. Coutts expressed, admiration for the Mother's Day
eeremomes, particularly the formal guard mount and the dress
parade.
Members of the board also were
gratified for the use of the Trustee House. Upon completion of
the inspection tour, the board left
May 14. The board, headed by
Col. J. W. Coutts, Inf., was composed of Lt. Col. O. A. Leahy,
Inf., Lt. Col E. D. Freeman, A. C,
Lt. Col. M. S. Moody, Signal
Corps, Lt. Col. S. D. Presslar,
Q. M. C, and Major Thomas Taylor, F. A.

Glee Club Sings
Proposed Alma
Mater May 22

Presentation ' of. the proposed
Alma Mater and .Fight Song,
sponsored by the Tiger Brotherhood, will feature . the variety
show in the chapel on May 22.
The Clemson Glee Club, which
ends a bury college season with
this -performance, will sing both
songs for the approval of the student body.
The Alma Mater written by R.
E. Farmer and the Fight Song
written jointly by R. H. France
and Ira Bradfield have been arranged for chorus and small orchestra by Hugh H. McGarity.
V
These arrangements will be recorded by the Glee Club and the
Brigadiers and are to be presentTHORNHILL
ed to the alumni for approval during the annual general meeting
at commencement in June.
Both the Glee Club and the
Brigadiers will have numbers,
jointly and separately, on the
variety program tf May 22. Frank
Lucius, well known campus comic,
will be the emcee for the night
W. C. Kennerty, horticulture of music and fun.
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this year's ceremony. One will be
ed the following items which are
given to the top scholastic stuto be done:
dent of this year and the other
two will go to high honor men
1. Complete the organizawho have graduated at an earltion, including the setting up
of an accounting system, the
ier date.
"First I'm gonna tell ya what
Caps and gowns will be worn
establishment of a bank acI want to tell ya and after I tell
Five
outstanding
numbers
are
count, and the appointment of
The first number on the series tured in nation-wide concerts, over Orchestra with Dmitri Mitropoii- by all the seniors and those facul- ya,
I'm gonna tell ya what I told
a manager by the Directors.
slated for the 1947-48 Clemson will be October 29, 1947, when the the radio, on records, and in mo- los conducting in a full-length pre- ty members who actually take
Charles L. Wagner Company tion pictures. Two of his recent sentation on April 12, 1948. This part in the commencement exer- ya."
Concert
Series
as
announced
by
♦'Shag Lewis"
2. Collection and storage of
is one of the foremost cises. The remainder of the facG. E. Metz, chairman of the com- brings "Madame Butterfly" to the pictures are "Two Sisters from orchestra
the books donated and con"I went to N. C. State where
symphonic organizations in the
campus;
The
entourage
will
have
Boston"
and
"Thrill
of
a_Rosigned by the students.
I learned everything; then I went
mittee. The .series will include the a complete orchestra and chorus. mance" and a new film will be nation and is sought after
to Furman where I learned
opera, "Madame Butterfly," the
throughout
the
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for
concerts.
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and
Anton
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"This
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for
Kee£<3."
3. Mailing of membership
nothing; and then came to ClemMarkova-Dolin Ballet Company, are the featured performers with
Mitropoulos,
a
Greek
musician
Patrice
Mansel,
coloratura
of
certificates and certificates of
son where I can do either one."
Lauritz Melchior, Patrice Munsel, the ballet which appears here the Metropolitan Opera Company, who has been in the United States
indebtedness for fees and
Mitch Reames (asst. librarian)
and the Minneapolis Symphony February 12, 1948. The two will present a concert of famous with various orchestras for many
loans from contributors.
"Could you put your brain in
Orchestra with Dmitri Mitropou- dancers, who are considered by songs and operatic arias on March years, appears often as guest conyour hat—if you had one?"
los conducting.
4. Gaining: the support of the
many to be among the top ballet 2, 1948. Miss Munsel, the twenty- ductor with the New York PhilProf. Coker
A barbecue and picnic supper
As has been the procedure in performers of the country, will be one year old "darling of the Met," harmonic-Symphony Orchestra in
Clemson Board of Trustees in
The undertow and the crossthe past, the students will be ad- assisted by six other dancers and began her career with the Asso- addition to his permanent duties will be held at the "Y" cabin,
instructing the Administration
currents are strong at Clemson
Thursday afternoon, May 22.
mitted, as part of the student ac- accompanied by a small orchestra. ciation at the age of seventeen. at Minneapolis.
to authorize the co-op to
Campus folk and students in- right now, but a good swimmer
tivity fee goes for this purpose.
During the past year, the Clemhonor veteran requisitions.
Singing here on February 25, At a recent concert at Winthrop
Season tickets, which are to be 1943, Lauritz Melchior will have College, Miss Munsel was heard son Concert Series brought to terested in the work of the YMCA can make it.
Prof. John Lane
This latter item is hanging in placed on sale in June, will be with him his 33-piece Concert Or- by many Clemson students and Clemson the National Symphony have been invited to attend this
"Propaganda is like fertilizer—
the balances. The decision will be $6.00. No definite plans have as chestra. Melchior, tenor of the highly praised.
under
Hans
Kmdler,
Gladys meeting which is sponsored by
unless it's spread."
handed down when the Board yet been made for the seating ar- Metropolitan Opera Association
The last number of the series Swarthout, Fritz Kreisler, The the cabinet, advisory board, and no good Prof.
"P. Doggie" Rhyme
councils
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Band,
and
Eugene
List.
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be
the
Minneapolis
Symphony
for many yeaifc_has_als_o been fea-
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Blue Rev Selects Nine Men

Military Honors
Won By Ervin
And Hickerson

Top Scholastic
Men Elected To
PhH£appa Phi

Military Frat
Elects Officers

Harold Pope
Fatally Injured

Methodist Students
Elect Officers For
Next Year's Council

Rutledge Elected New
Sage Club President

Student Co-op Plans Moving
Ahead; Directors Elected
Plans for a student cooperative
were well, underway last week
when the Veterans' Executive
Committee held a meeting of the
student body to elect a Board of
Directors for the Association.
At the meeting of the student
body held in the college chapel
on Thursday by the Co-op Board
of Directors was chosen. The following men were chosen:
(Students)
Tally S .Fox (3 years), general
science senior of Charleston; Butler Kelley (2 years), agricultural
senior of Union; and Kenneth L.
Crawford (1 year), electrical engineering post-grad of Clemson.
(Alumni)
Faculty
Dr. W. T. Ferrier (3 years),
Associate professor of ag-economics; and B. E. Goodale, (2 years),
Professor of Dairying.
According to VEC President
Kenneth Crawford, organization of
the co-op j is nearing completion
and will be prepared to call for
the pledged loans from the Alumni
as soon as the Trustees act on the
book contract.
Letters have been pouring
in from Alumni with their
one dollar membership fee and
pledges of loans and donations. The record promised
loan at press time was $100
from Paul Sanders of Ritter.
a member of the Board of
Trustees.
Crawford has urged all Alumni
to send in their member:hk> fees
and pledges as soon as possible in
order that a report may be submitted to the trustees at their
June meeting. Only one of more
than a hundred letters received
expressed adverse sentiment to
the establishment of a co-op.
Student Drive
A drive has been launched within the student body to collect the
membership fees and also to accept used textbooks which will be
given the co-op on consignment.
As reports filed in, the committeemen rendered a near-unanimous
report on collections from the
students.
The committee has drawn
upon volunteered services of
an Anderson lawyer in drawing_ up the by-laws and securing a charter for incorporation.
A Certified Public Account-

After much heated debate, the
General Assembly approved a
$10,260,000.00 surplus allocation
measure on May 10'. This bill,
which provides funds for fourteen
state institutions, contains a $1,300,000.00 appropriation for Clemson.
The measure, as passed by the
state legislative body, provides
for the use of these funds, obtained from the Post-War Reserve
Fund and the General Fund of the
State, for the construction or enlargement of hospitals and other .
buildings at the various state
schools and institutions.
Also, the appropriations will be
used for the repair or renovation
of existing buildings ,for necessary non-structural improvements,
and for the purchase of equipment
at certain state institutions.
Clemson received an appropriation of $1,000,000 for the construction of new buildings and
the repair of existing buildings.
Equipment for these buildings was
also, provided for in this sum.
An additional $300,000 was allocated for the construction or enlargement of the hospital at Clemson and for the purchase of equipment for it.
Restrictions placed on the use
of the appropriations restrain the
expenditure of the funds to onethird of the total amount each
year. However, these controls may
be waived if federal aid is obtainable.
Amendments proposed to the
bill provided for the allocation of
an additional $350,000 for Clemson. However, this additional sum
was reportedly eliminated because so many other agencies and
institutions insisted on sharing in
any additional funds.

New Dramatics Club
Plans One-Act Plays
With Peebles As Head

Fike Will Address Graduating
Class At Ceremony June 9

Mess Hall Equipment
Ordered By Lindsey

House Group Opposes
Free Charge At Fair Program For Summer
School Is Announced

By Tkier
JVo r d s

Next Concert Series Includes Many Top Artists

Barbecue and Picnic
To Be Held By YMCA
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We Condemn And Contend
Once again the Clemson and Furman student bodies have
nipped vandalism in the bud. When violence flared at a recent athletic contest, both schools started immediate preventive 3
nd catastrophe was avoided.
The Tiger condemns the original violence, and commends
ise with which intelligent and clear thinking on the
.dent bodies brought an. end to the controversy.
While peat. once again reigns—we should redouble our ef■ld a future re-occurance of this dead issue.
the

Future Planning
l-.iny campus organizations are making noteworthy ef• .oward future planning.
It stands to reason that we
confront our problems more intelligently if we anticiI them, rather than wait for them to arise.
Tiger Brotherhood wins Tr«to Tiger's commendation
s work in connection with the football seating
Solution

for

next

year.

After

thoroughly

an(i

for

ticket

considering'

v.fcS

matter, the Tiger Brotherhood has recommended that a new
type of athletic identification card be issued . to students.
The recommendation requests that these new cards contain
I tax ticket for the Carolina

gzme>

a

ticket for the Furm?"

game, a"-4 ht'rne game UCKCIS.
4-urJiug - u> j4aa>«*»di -- j
system will avoid the necessity for students having to st^ti '
!ii more than one line.

"*:.»-<

A request has also been made that 2,500 tickets be obtain*
for the Georgia game. If this suggestion is effected, students
will sit together in a student section, and last year's mix-up
will not be re-enacted.
We are optimistic, because we feel that the general
trend in planning is becoming more and more progressive.
In order to avoid a repetition of old problems, and occurance.
of new ones—let's think ahead, plan ahead, act.

Seniors Only
Many members of the student body wall soon become
college graduates.
We extend congratulations to these men
for their accomplishments, and request one thing of them—
that they become active Alumni. Certainly they should never
forget what Clemson has done for them, and now they are
in a position to consider what they could do for Clemson.
The alumni association of any school is the salt of the
earth of that institution. There is no doubt that the greatest
source of strength of any college is its Alumni.
Wherever
you find an active alumni association, you always find an
Alma Mater that responds to their cooperation, and the mutual benefits help to make both greater.
Clemson needs many things.
It needs first a traditional
program through which the alumni can create and establish
the things at Clemson which will make them proud to re-

Board of Visitors
From the "Zoo"
Dear H,
Think you'tfe hot with your
jingle last week, eh? Get a load
of this parody on "To Each His
Own" that Mary and I wrote.
Love,
Judy
To Mary and Judy of Furman
many thanks far this fine parody:
"A gal must remain in her room
when it rains,
'Cause her fellow just won't come
her way;
She sits and sighs and wipes her
eyes,
How long the day!
If a love is to grow, there must
be a beau,
No' matter how tall or
how
short;
*
He brightens the day and then
goes away,
And leaves you no one to, court.
So listen,, |my dear, don't get
stuck wtih a tear,
Just you listen to my tale of
woe;
All men are fools, no exceptions
to rules,
They love you — and leave you
low".
From the Seniors
Usually the seniors are awarded superalitives, but this year
they have decided to give them
to the faculty.
Best looking
Prof. Holmes
Best Dancer
Dr. Taylor
Most distinuisghed
Prof. Webb
Bigges Wolf
Prof. Carpenter
Most congenial.
Jrof. Powers
Biggest Grip
Dr. Carodemos
Best Dressed
Prof. Lane
Most social
Dr. Pollard
Best informed
' Prof. Mitchell
Best all around
Prof. Fernow
Most pleasant
Dr. Huff
Best Athlete
Prof. Durden
Most likeable
Dr. Rutledge
Most romatic
Cornelia Grafian
Most likely to succeed
Prof. Purser
Most energetic
Prof. Godfrey
Most shy
Prof. Lander
$64 Questions
Anyone who can -answer all
will
these" questioito corerctly
get~(l)*a gold watch iZQ™ Judge
Keller, (2) a Palm Beach suit
(from Hoke Sloan (31
a Srpa»
-m the
ien c,
'rom

Last week we, were fortunate in
having with us a Board of Visitors
composed of prominent South Carolinians from every congressional
district of the state. The Board
spent two days inspecting and
studying the many activities of
the college and before leaving directly a highly complimentary report to the Clemson Board of
Trustees.
Mother's Day

YES MlR..
HAVE YOUR.

m&E IN OUR

PLACEMENT

RLE.LEfS S£E

(JHffl" U£ HAvlE
. FOG. VOU -.

On Sunday we had a very successful Mother's Day and Visitors'
Day when thousands of people
from all sections of the state were
guests on our campus. Following
this event we had our annual military inspection of all ROTC activities by a team of officers representing the War Department.
Again the college, the officers of
the Military Department, and the
cadet corps, have been highly complimented. It was my privilege to
watch the accuracy with which the
students performed their part and
I believe they will receive an excellent rating. I am happy to commend the members of the ROTC
and express my gratification for
their earnestness and seriousness
of purpose.
Trying Time

TALK
of the

TOWN

All of the above accompMshments have come at the end of a
session that has been trying for
faculty, students, and administration. They mean much because
they focus the values of the college far in advance of petty misunderstandings
and
trivialities
that sometimes tend to interfere
with the smooth running of the
college.

' that he (Oscar, hates to mention
that he (Oscar) hears that Will
him again, but even with three "The Wheel" Kinard's date is gobutton, "Piscal" Peschl still stinks. ing to get the bum's rush if he
Oscar Says
(Will) doesn't hide her up in the
that' he (Oscar) can remember mountains again.
Oscar Says
when Van Deas was a light duty
that most of Waite's physco-rat who refused to give service.
logy class should have been kept,
Oscar Says
that a certain girl at "The in Columbia when they visited the
Wednesday.
Rock" is relieved that the tele- Rest Home last
Oscar says
phone strike is over, so that Bob
that in spite of "Shoats' Reason"Let's go to Limestone" McKinnon can make reports by phone over, the Agrarian staff turned
fair issue recently.
that he is on the Clemson cam- out a prettyOscar
says
p*us over the week-ends.
that if ''Mama" Nunn improves
•
Oscar Sayo
much more—he'll be a caddy, first
it's a good thing we have a
class, on the Boscobel links.
Board of Visitors, or the buildOscar SayB
ings wouldn't even get cleaned
Chip Crowe is reallv in his.
once a year.
place—selling balcony tickets at
Oscar Says
the local cinema.
that the boys in barracks eight
that he (Oscar) hears that the:
are wondering how it happens
■—Oscar SayB
—
that "Lard" Miller just happens
Civil Engineers dated nearly every
to have a blanket in his car every
waitress in Anderson last Tuesweek-end.
day night after their banquet,
Oscar Says
wonder what happened t0 the
that "Thirty-day Room Arrest"
Oscar Says
Thackston is about as popular
Limestone choir
during the Y
with the cadets as cold baloney
dance on Saturday night—or were
for supper is with the student
they just practicing for Sunday.
body.
Oscar says
Oscar Says
that speaking of the choir—
"Pinky" Frierson's old flame was
Yank Jansson, Loop DeLoache,
burning mighty low (for Pinky)
Goon Reynolds, and Will Kinard
on the campus last Sunday.
were surrounding one blond durOscar Says
ing the week-end.
that John (I Don't go to BaseOscar Says—
a
ball Games) Califf was seen in
whatever
happened
to
P-Hi
the bleachers with a certain blond.
Morris to slow down his "OperaNow, who could have changed his tion Anderson?"
mind.
•
Oscar SaysOscar Says
that T. S. "iRock Eye" Fox
that Bill "Cream-puff" Strasser
would do well to remember that
has had his wings clipped, and by
he is not still a 1st Sergeant as
a 17 year old blond, too!
m the old days.
Oscar Says
.
Oscar Says
that Joe "The Skull' Ivester is
that Steve Ivey is getting to be
getting to be a permanent fixture
a regular railroad man He (Osin John's brew hall now-a-days.
car) hears that he got up quite
Oscar says
a head of steam with one of the
that the Junior Class play really local yard engines.
has some ham actors in it, and
Oscar Says
Ham Lowder, of course, is the
that General Eisenhower could
most rancid of them all.
learn something from Clemson
-Oscar Says
men. Their week-end "operations
that "The Lip" Imershein is a Limestone" make D-Day in Norbig operator. If you don't think
a
ok like child s
so—just ask him.
oi 1907 has been elected as hold-

The faculty members have ably
and courageously done their best.
I have yet to hear a complaint because of the over-crowded condition in laboratories and classrooms, and the heavy teaching
NEEDED: EMPLOYMENT BUREAU
loads. There has been harmony
There now exists no central clearing-house at Clemson and understanding to such extent
to handle the r
placement of graduates in desireable positions. I *a* "? one-can honestly question
. .
. ,,
j r
■
i
•
J.
•J
^ I their interest in the welfare of
At present, the need for such a service is not very evident, the students and the college as
Few will argue, however, that an employment bureau will a whole,
not be of invaluable aid in the coming years.
Scholastic Records
the number of
successful
In a report complied by CarThe high and satisfactory schoplacements that have been
ter V. Good, editor of A Guide
lastic records made during the
made. With this noteworthy
to
Coleges,
Universities,
and
session prove that a large perachievement on record, we
Professional Scholos'In The Unicentage of the students are in colfeel that the college should
ted States, 65 per cent of the
lege to get an education. Those
strive to improve this high
engineering schools in the counwho employ our graduates during
try have an institutional placeaverage.
the next few years will secure
ment bureau; 60 per cent of the
This move must necessarily ac- able young men. These men will
agricultural schools and 41 of Company the "plans for agrow- :accept the challenge of the times
the 55 architectural institutions mg
ing
Clemson. Over a period of an(j Br^ye a credit to Clemson
offer this
service to
their years, the reputation of the col- I and prGT
College.
graduates.
By JOE CLANCY
lege for producing good men in
Although little n©t§ has been
Yf.Tlous units or the college adthe various fields would
be of
follow the Leader
have
accomplished taken of them, the golf team, rebenefit to future enrollment. A ministration
gone
Statement of the npn-pntate nf unbelievable results during the presenting Clemson, has
past year. For our married vet- ahead and quietly won the state
■
c-eu
in
lege^
As a matter oi
ouid
ertainlj be, erans we have one of the best championship.
answr, ,
potential stu- nousirs units iri iKc c«tfre coTm^ fnrt they are undefeated in team
affirm r
• not
try. The houses built on hard-sur- play this year . . Also for got-p" ..
faced roads rent for $15 and $18 ten heroes at Clemson are the
r and lights included. I members of our tennis team who
Old Grails loo
T&e college
bulletin
boards
have not learned, of such low have ended their active season
d
ith
letters
to
the
Clemson
graduates
who
are
Sre
covere
w
state
rentals elsewhere. For these same in second place in the
President, the Registrar, and the dissatisfied with their preent em- veterans a.large area of land was stancjrsgs
Plans are going
ployment
would
also
benefit
various Deans concerning posiplowed and harrowed for use a i ahead for many reunions which
tions that are now open. If the from this service.
gardens. The cost to the single will be held in June. The classes
A
coordinated
program
*o
efcompanies concerned show that
veterans for board and other in- of '02, '07, and each succeeding
fect
these
desired
rasuits
would
much interest in the graduates
this
cidentals, other than what the five years will assemble
of this institution, we feel that relieve the Deans and ttepart- .government pays for teaching, year. From the looks of the let-ments
heads
of
this
extra
,
work
r
the college should
recripicate
books, and other activities, is ters received by Jake Woodard
with an equal amount of inter- would naturally be consulted and $32.50, or one-half of the $65.00' there will be a large number of
their
recommendations,
considerest.
he receives from the government. alumni present
ed, but the actual rnachinery "for
James R. Hollowell and J. T.
Board has been kept at $27.50
bringing
together
the
potential
Change Needed
brothers,
who
without lowering the quality of Hollowell, twin
employees'
and
.
'the
employers
For years, the individual dethe food. I do not know of any graduated from Clemson in 1922,
partments Mave effected (inter- would be the duty of this bur- other college where the cost of will be here ftiis year. James is
views for potential
graduates eau. Both the graduates and the board has been held even near this now with a mapping and engiwith interested
concerns. Dur- companies would profit by this figure. Many veterans who did not neering company at Greensboro,
ing the time when the enroll- system.
have initial payments to begin N. C. and J. T. is residing at Mt.
The Administration views
. Past editor
of
ment was small, tfais measure was
their education were favored with Pleasant .-'.
this plan with favor, and we
the Tiger, Elliot H. Hall, Jr., '24,
entirely adaquate. Now, with an
college
loans
until
they
received
urge them to begin
plans
increasing, number of students,
their first checks. Athletic sun- has shifted jobs Since 1929 Mr.
immediately to put such
a
we are in need of a new system.
plies
were made available to all Hall has been with the Charlotte
program into operation. Rome
students
at no cost, to be used in News. He is now associated with
wasn't built in a day, but
The fruits of these efforts
intra-mural
and
other
athletic the advertising firm of Lowe and
the beginning
wasn't conof the individual
departHall with offices in Greenville
events.
tinually postponed.
ments are clearly shown by
and Clinton . . H- M. Saunders,
'22, who is in the real
estate
Books and Equipment
business in Florida, is now atthe mess hall and every opporMany new books have been added tached to the Indiantown Devetunity was given to members of
the student body, but the cooper- to the library. Quantities of sur- lopment Co
Another ex-Tiger grid star will
ation was so poor that the junior plus war materials and equipTaps staff was forced to conduct ment have been received and are, play for pay this coming seaHe is Butch Butler who
a room to room canvas, and even being used by students. It now son.
•_en — we met a large group of appears that the equipment of the set the gridiron afire a few years
men who were not willing to Engineering School will be second back for Clemson. This fall he
to none anywhere. Several tem- will be playing for the New York
participate in their own annual.
Giants
Professional
Football
When I mentioned this
inci- porary buildings for housing some
team .... Roody
Reed,
class
dent to otthers, they said it would of the fine equipment have been
pass — the spirit was changing— constructed but our efforts canthe old Clemson was on its way not be complete until permanent
back. Maybe so,
but when it quarters are obtamed.
By TALLY S. FOX
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to Ashville when he violated
the Mann Act?
3. Who sent "blue eyes" a box
of fairy tales collect?
4. Who requested a song for
Pvt. Thackston?
5. What professor said: "Everything that is fun is either immoral 6r against the law."?
Final Examinations
Three hundred faculty members met last week to write a
final examination to be given
all seniors. The exam was given
in the college chapel Saturday
night. The five questions most
frequently missed were:
1. What color is a black cat?
2. Where
is a wrist watch
worn?
3. Who wrote Strauss' Blue
Danube?
4. What cigarette has the same
name as a Camel?
5. From what part of a cow
do we get spare ribs?
F. F. S. C.
Prof. Martin: "What kind of
hen lays the longest?"
Bonehead Gohagen: "A dead
one."
Goodbye, good luck and a happy vacation! See you next
year,

turn.
There is, as you know, IPTAY, to which an alumnus can
subscribe. Every member of that group will receive The Tiger
next year and also, a letter from the Head Coach giving a
detailed account of every football game played.
Also, the Clemson Foundation which is established to
receive funds for the education of the children of Clemson
Questions about education and
men who were killed in the war is a worthy cause which training, home loans and insure
ance still are at the top of the list
merits your support.
Then there is The Tiger to which every alumnus could at almost every contact office x>'i
the veterans Administration. Here
subscribe and thus make it possible for us to carry more news are the answers to a few bi the
of interest to the graduate.
In fact, we have definite plans many queries that eeme in .regularly to contact representatives:
about such a program next year.
Q. Can the beneiEiciary Or
Just as the class of '16 started something great by
the family of a veteran make
building the Outdoor Theater and converting an ugly, unpremium payments on
his
sightly spot into a thing of beauty arid real usefulness, so
National
Service Life Inhas the class of '47 an opportunity to do something of lastsurance if the veteran doesn't
care to do SO,
ing greatness by making plans while its members are still
A. Yes, but the insured Veterable to get together and talk over the possibilities.
an has the right to change his
In a short while you men of '47 will be separated and beneficiary or beneficiaries
at
unable to contact one another except through some agency any time without their approval.
such as an alumni secretary, The Tiger, or by correspondence. He may also surrender a perThe opportunity to do something of which you will later manent NSLI policy for cash at
any time.
be justly proud is at hand. Why not act now?
Q. I am drawing
retirement pay at present. Can I
receive subsistence allowance
while going to school under
the
Serviceriian's
Readjust
ment Act?
Plan.s are now being made for the expansion of The Tiger
A.
You are entitled to draw
in September.
We have long faced the issue of incomplete
retirement pay and still receive
news coverage, and are working for improved conditions. the full amount
of subsistence
If the present plans can be initiated—we will publish an eight allowance while in school
or
training. Retirement pay is not
page weekly next fall.
considered income from producOur offices have recently been renovated an'd we antici- tive labor and therefore is not
pate future improvements which will allow us to give better to be included by the veteran
service to a greatly enlarged group of subscribers. With the in his estimate' of earnings filuse of new equipment, we shall be able to give faster, more ed with the Veterans Administration.
efficient service to you, our subscribers.
Q. I obtained a G. I. home
For many months The Tiger has been forced to curtail
loan in June, 1945, and now
would like to know if I may
its news coverage. We have been unable to print many items
obtain a further loan under
of news because of the lack of sufficient space and indefinite
the amended G. I. Bill?
publication dates.
For this reason, we eagerly anticipate an
A. Yes. Evidently your guarexpanded coverage which will enable us to do justice to Clem- anty under the original Servicemen's Readjustment Act
was
son's news.
$2,000; therefore, under the act
Not only are we interested in a bigger and more frequent
as amended in December 1945,
publication, but we also hope to cover many new items which you are eligible for
a further
guarantee of $2,000 on a real
will prove of interest to both students and Alumni.
We shall strive to create features which will please you, estate loan, or $1,000 on a business or non-real estate loan.
and shall continue to greatly appreciate advice and construcQ. Will my 10. per cenjt
tive criticism.
World War II disability of

VETS Q. and A.

Growing Pains-

DR. POOLE
SAYS
THAT-

Letbers to

Tom
Clemson

;.t;-iiiitiv.....

Dear T©m:—
1 am writing to you in regard
16 the lack of cooperation among
Students here at Clemson. When
t first arrived here, I was impressed by professors as well as
students with Clemson's past, its
traditions, and its ever growing
spirit. I was slow to catch on, but
in the latter part of my sophomore year I started taking an
interest in Clemson, and
from
that day until now, I like many
others,
have been
bucking, a
heavy tide of
non-cooperation.
Every officer of every club or
project can tell you the same
tale.
I first came in contact with this
general attitude when Taps set
up a booth at the "juice" shop
to sign students up for picture
appointments. We had men there
for a whole week from eight in
the morning until five in
the
evening. Notices wiere read in

$13.80 be increased
in the
event I marry?
A. No.
Your compensation is
based on the degree of disability
and 'not on the number of dependents.
Q. What permanent policies are available thrteugh
the Veterans Administration?
A. National Service Life Insurance is available in six permanent plans: Ordinary life; 30payment life; 20-payment
life;
endowment at age 65;
endowment at age 60; and 20-year endowment.
Q. Which
is
the
best
policy?
A. That depends upon
each
veteran's economic and
family
circumstances. Generally speaking, ordinary life,
20-payment
life or 30-payment life best suit
the needs of most veterans. Ordinary life is the cheapest of all
the permanent plans.

came time to collect the Taps
space fees—it was the same story,
qsain. Because of this, the junior staff lost many nights completing a job that could
have
been done right,, the first time
had the students cooperated properly.
By now the readers will think
this is a "gripe" column
for
Taps, but it isn't. Another typical example of
non-cooperation
was evident in the operation of
Junior-Senior Banquet of
this
past- week. When the president
of the Junior Class requested me
to become chairman,
he presented me with a list of mens
names who 'nad signed up to attend. From this we made estimates and started on our task.
The results were estimated that
40 per cent of the Juniors who
had signed up paid.
The rest
weren't interested, but the seniors, that was a different story.
Thye turned out in overwhelming numbers.
T'he result was that the JuniorSenior Banquet a non
profit
affair for the benefit of
the
seniors, has turned into a losing
proposition. The C. D. A. has encountered
this
same
problem
which is the direct result of
non-cooperation.
I feel quite sure that many
others have wanted to say ttiis,
and have never gotten around to
it. The old Clemson spirit has
not returned, and will not return
until every student gets behind
the organization of which he is
a member.
It is the leaders who
have
been carrying the burden and
it is high time that the students
buckle down and support the
leaders. I hope that the next
sc'hool year will
find that this
condition of non-cooperation will
have changed, and that the spirit
of Clemson will once again—skyRichard E. Imershein

Appropriation

Z ^iVl

' nlay.

over member for
next year's,;
board of visitors
Dr. H.
J. Nimitz, pre-med graduate of
1917, lias been appointed superintendent of the Dunham Hospital
D. C. Turrentine,
30, has bene promotd from superintendent to assistant general
manager at the Victor Mills al
Greer
Frank Howard, foot
will be looking forw;
return of Jimmy Ph
left for the army in 1!
took part in- a big I
in China last winter ai .
the only two toui/.-do1. ns of the
game
. .
Frank Kalb, class of
1920, has been named State Administrator of the Farmers Home
Administration after holding a,
similar position as drector oi;
the Farm Security Administra-.
tion since 1935
Miss Emma Rhyne, daughter cf Mr. and'
Mrs. O. P. Rhyne of Clemson
has become engaged Bill Patterson of Hickory, N. C
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs..
Hoyt L. Hendrick who have been
blessed witti a baby boy. Hendrick, a candidate for graduation
in June, is majoring in Civil Engineering
L. A. Cats, '22 who worked
for serveral years before the war
in China as superintendent of
construction for the Ebasco Co.
is still associated with the same
company. He is now
project
manager on construction 150000
KW eleqtric station for
the
Pennsylvania Light and Power
Co.
This plant will be one of
the largest in the world and will'
be avlued at approximately $31,000,000
Two
recent returnees from Japan are Major
and
Mrs. P. C. Sprawls,
and
Craig Turner. Mr. Sprawls graduated in 1938 and Mr. Stevens
will be back to Clemson in September to continue where tie left

8:30 p. m. Meeting of Mu BetaPsi in club room-.
May 28
(Wednesday)
10 a. m. Swimming at YMCA for members of
Newcomers' Club.
7 u. m. Special party for Baptist Students.
May 29
(Thursday) 8:45 p. m. Meeting
of Calhoun Forensic Society Textile Auditorium.
May 31
(Saturday) Examinations
beMay 19
(Monday) 7 p. m. Meeting of gin.
2:30 p. m. Picnic for members:
Sage Club in YMCA Club Rooms,
of the Newcomers' Club. Dutch
May 19 and 20
Supper.
Leaving Outdoro Thea(Monday and Tuesday) 8 p.
ter at 2:30 p. m.
m. Junior Class Play in Chapel.
May 20
(Tuesday) 6:30 p. m. Meeting
of Fellowship Club.
Between now and the beginning of school in SeptemMay 21
ber, our usual poll of student
(Wednesday) 6:45 p. m. Church
opinion will be taken. Pernight for campus churches.
sons who are interested in en8 p. m. Social for members of
tering questions which will
Newcomers'
Club,
Browsing
prove beneficial to the school
Room.
are requested to send them
May 22
to use at Post Office Box
(T'hursday) 7 p. m. Meeting of
269.
Veterans' Executive
Committee,

COLLEGE
CALENDAR

The South Carolina Legislature
has been most considerate of the
needs of the college. During the
session which has just closed, that
body allocated to Clemson, $1,300,000 for permanent construction.
At its next meeting the Board of
Trustees will determine how best
to allocate this money. Through
funds from the Federal Government plans are being drawn for a
chemistry building and a heating
plant. At least $300,000 of the
amount must be used to build a
hospital which has been the object of our efforts for several
years. It seems that our faith,
hard work, and patience over a
period of years have borne fruit.
When we add to the above values
the new cold storage plant, the
magnificient water plant, the complete amortization of all institutional indebtedness, and the generous and meritorious Retirement
Act whereby our old, loyal, and Room 1, Dairy Building.
8 p. m. Concert by Clemson
ever-faithful professors may be
retired with adequate incomes, Glee Club, Colelge Chapel.
8:45 p. m
Meeting of Calevery Clemson man should be
grateful to the General Assembly hcun Forensic Society, Textile
of South Carolina. That body de- Auditorium.
May 23
serves our respect and thanks.
(Friday) 3 p. m.
Baseball
Next Year
game — University of
South
When school opens in Septem- Carolina at Clemson.
ber, student organizations should May 25
begin to function with the effi(Sunday) 2:20 and 6:10 p. m.
Services,
YMCA.
In
ciency of the pre-war years. It is Vesper
charge of Delegation University
my hope that the personnel of the
of Georgia.
student
organizations
for next
4 p. m. Concert by the Clemyear will be selected on the basis son College Band, Outdoro Theaof merit and that men with quali- ter.
ties of leadership will be chosen. May 26
(Monday) 5 p. m. Meeting of
There will probably be between Calendar Committee,
Browsing
seven and eight thousand students Room.
seeking entrance in September. At May 27
(Tuesday) 7 p. m. Meeting of
the most we will have room for
Forum Club, Physics Building,
only thirty-two hundred. We do off two years ago....
not plan to take more than we
8 p. m. Meeting of Tiger Brotherhood.
can educate properly.

Tiger Poll

Clem Says:

"Never hit your dear old mother on the head with a shovel—
It makes a bad impression
on
her mind."
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Cheatham Is President Of C. D. A. For Coming Year
Forensic Society
Elects Officers

Stidger Presents
Kress Lecture

Calhoun Forensic Society, campus organization for the encouragement of orators and debaters,
elected new officers at its last
meeting;, according to _ an announcement by C. J. Hipp, arts
and sciences .senior og 'Greenwood, immediate past president
of the group.
The officers, who will serve for
the remainder of the current year
and for both semesters of next:
year, are H. F. Landrith, irts and
sciences sophomore of Seneca,
president; D. H. Banks, indu-tr'-1
physics junior at St. Matthews
vice president; T. S. Fox, general
science junior of Ravenel, secretary; J. W. Kimman, textile manufacturing junior of Fredericksburg, Virginia, treasurer; J. T.
Hardin, arts and sciences freshman of Whitmire, sergeant-atarms; and W. H. Hunter, premedical sophomore of Greenville,
critic.
The society held its annual banquet in the YMCA cafeteria on
Saturday night. Principal ■peak01'
for the occasion was Dr. D. W
Daniel, dean emeritus of the
school of General Science. In the
course of the program the new officers were instated, and keys
were presented the members.

Dr. William L. Stidger, noted
lecturer, radio speaker, columnist,
author, arid world traveler, lectured on "Miracles of Modern
Science" May 8, in the College
Chapel. This lecture was the last
on the series sponsored by the
Kress Fund to be presented here
this school year.
The lecture presented the fascinating' story of what eminent
scientists have discovered and
what they plan for the future. It
was an accurate report on-little
known discoveries and their real
possibilities.
Dr. Stidger is the author of a
score of well known books and
his syndicated column appears in
leading newspapers throughout
the country. He was a soldier in
World War I and following the
war made a 50,000 mile trip
through the Orient.
He has since made many trips
all over the world interviewing
world personalities for his numerous magazine articles. Dr.
Stidger has been called one of
America's best story-tellers.
His experiences in every walk
of life and his close relations with
all kinds of people have made
hime a most informative and entertaining speaker.

Cothran Winner
Of Booby Prize
By Bill Kennerty

P. C. Cothran, campus character
of great renown, was elected
''King of the Boobies" by a greater majority than anyone has ever
received before in the history of
the college.
From the grapevine, rumors
have been coming in that the new
king feels that he was wronged,
but by free election, he was the
choice of the students, and after
all, who is going to call 3,000 men
As one of his last Clemson ac- wrong and be able to walk off
tivities, Joe Sherman, News Bur- from the scene of battle ? Not our
eau Director, has published the new king, I'm sure.
Clemson News Review. The News
Cothran, if anyone does not
Review is to give information to
Know him by now, is the only man
former Clemson students.
the campus who wears bow
For this reason, the news in tho on
;
booklet was des:gned to cover a'l t es, double breasted coats and
of the activities on the college dungarees for his various camcampus, such as faculty, student, pus attires. His campus costumes
are even more outlandish than
alumni, and sports.
Support for this publication those of Henry Grimball, the
was given by many Clemson architect who also ran in the elecalumni, and Wilton E .Hall, pub- tion.
lisher of the Anderson daily paOther campus personalities who
pers, and Dr. P. S. McCollurn, lofeatured in the balloting were
cal merchant.

Sherman Publishes
Clemson News Review

Activities at Clemson YMCA
PICTURES AT CLEMSON AND THE CLEMSON
YMCA PROGRAM
Approximately^ 2000 people enter the CTemson College
YMCA each day. While the largest per cent of these attend the pictures and frequent the cafeteria and pastry
shop, hundreds of others use the dormitory, the game
rooms, the reading rooms, and frequently as many as 5
or 6 different groups will have meetings in the club rooms
and cabinet room.
Prrin0; thfl '^ast, 1(1-T^l ■ ™nr^ t%n IPO different
groups had meeting's in me club rooms, some ot them as
many as 30 different times. The Clemson Y is one of the
few places where you can see a program of news' and
travel reels free or on voluntary contribution basis. During the course of the year hundreds of students see the
complete series of March of Time reels, This is America,
Going Places with Lowell Thomas, News and travel reels
and a feature picture that is shown each Saturday morning free for the students or on a voluntary contribution
basis.
Annually, 30 or more organizations assist the Y by
sponsoring and advertising pictures during the year and
earn substantial sums to aid them with their programs of
service in their respective interests. The pianos at the Y
are used by many students to practice and to play for their
amusement.
Hundreds of boys and young people come to the Clemson Y pool for a swim and many to pass swimming tests.
A great many leaders of young people's groups bring their
students to the Clemson campus for a visit and a large percentage of these come to the Clemson Y pool for a swim
and many of them and are entertained as guests for a picture.
During the past 30 years approximately $75,000 has
been raised and put back into the building in the form of
additions, improvements, new equipment, etc. A fund is
being raised to erect a new auditorium and some additional
club rooms. It is the hope of the committee to place all the
game room facilities including a number of ping pong
tables in the basement of this new building and to use
the additional space provided for club rooms and for exercise and recreation rooms and additional office space.
The Building Committee has $90,000 now with the prospect of getting $25,000 more within the next two or three
months.
Compus friends, students, faculty folk, former
students and graduates who are interested in helping to
get this new addition to the Y can render a real service by
making a contribution, small or large, and by assisting
the large student committee and the building committee
and by writing to Major S. M. Martin, Chairman of the
Advisory Board, or to P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General
Secretary, to any members of the building committee, expressing your interest in, this work.
Some pictures coming to Clemson soon include: Fabulous Dorseys, Bel Ami, Carnival in Costa Rica, Margie, My
Brother Talks to Horses, Nora Prentiss, The Late George
Apley, Fun on a Week-end, Love and Learn, The Beginning or The End, Sinbad the Sailor, My Favorite Brunette,
The Two Mrs. Carrolls, Humoresque, It Happened! in
Brooklyn, I Have Always Loved You.
Members of practically any organization at Clemson
may secure an Open House program and be guests at the
picture at least two or three times during the year by making arrangements at the Y office.
We wish to thank all the friends who have taken an
interest in the work of the Clemson College YMCA, for
those who have helped with evening watch, forum groups,
intramural sports and recreation program, those who have
attended conferences and conventions and for the great
host of Clemson friends, students, campus folk and others
who have used the building and have helped to make it a
source of pleasure and enjoyment through the multitude of
their activities and service. We wish to give you each
and all our thanks.
For those who have attended the Sunday Vesper programs, have taken additional interest in the various councils and have demonstrated your interest in so many phases
of the Association program, we add an extra thanks and
wish you, each and all, much happiness for succeeding
years and a very pleasant summer. To those who return
for the summer school we extend hearty welcome and to
others we say Our Very Best Greetings To You Always.
The Officers of the YMCA are:
Major S. M. Martin, Chairman of Advisory Board; Dan
Kennedy, Jack Reese, William Reasonover—-Officers for
1946-47; James N. Young, W. M. Patrick, Al Robinson—
Officers for 1947-48; P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General Secretary.
Paid Adv.

Jack (I'm God, but nobody believes me) Reese and Prank (I
lead the awkward company) Peschl. These men gave the winner
a great deal of worry during the
early stages of the election, but
as the day wore on the issue was
never in doubt. The King beat his
eligible opponents worse than
Roosevelt defeated Landon in
1936.
Campaign managers for Cothran's election were Fly-Ply Simpson, Jumping Joe Curran, and
Goosy Gus Devlin. No better campaign managers have ever been
seen on Clemson's campus than
these three men, who worked ably
for their candidate during his absence from the school.

Valerius Heads
Textile Monthly
—■—-^~—

H. R. Valerius, textile engineering junior of University City,
Missouri, has been elected editor
of the Bobbin and Beaker for
1947-48. Selections for the staff
were announced by W. E. Broadwell, present editor of the magazine.
'Other staff members are A. M.
Hand, textile chemistry junior of
Hardeeville, managing editor; and
R. C. Hendrix, textile engineering junior of Greenville, business

Dean Washington Resumes Position
Vice-President
After Return From Army Duty
Position Goes
William H. Washington, dean of

VzVOE.

-HOLMES

MARIAN -HIPPS

the School of Vocational Education, has recently returned to
Clemson after serving in the army
for almost five years.
Dean Washington served in the
first World War and then completed his education at Clemson.
Mr. Washington began his work
at Clemson in the summer of 1922
and for two years he held the position of assistant professor of agricultural education.
In 1926 he was appointed to the
position of Registrar and served
in that position until 1934 when he
was made Dean of the School of
Vocational Education.
Before beginning his army service he helped promote and organize the South Carolina Deganize the South Carolina Council for National Defense.

Veterans Must Check
With VA By May 25
—*-—

CDA sponsors for the Junior-Senior dance series
were, top row, (1. to r.) Devoe Holmes of Atlanta for
President Bob Potter, Marilyn Hipps of Furman for
Publicity Chairman Charlie Cheatham; bottom row, Virginia Fisher of Greenville for Designer Fen Murray, and
Kathleen Zimmerman of Limestone for Decorations
Chairman Lewis Thompson.

Outstanding Artist And Professor
Is Member Of Architecture Staff
As a regular teacher at Clemson College in the Architecture
Department, Robert LaMontagne
St. Hubert is .a world-known artist
and teacher of art, both in Europe and in the Americas. Among
his outstanding accomplishments
are his murals, done in fresco,
both in this country and in his
native land, France. A few of M.
St. Hubert's more important works
are frescos to be seen at the
American Memorial &©-^,p i t a 1.
rn^f^anc^TTnT'tJnftecrStates
Foundation in Paris; the Hartford
Court House; the Philadelphia
General Hospital; and the Methodist Memorial at Chateau Theirry,
France.

^^o^am'-^ms Beaker" is the o;..
cial student publication of the
school of Textiles, and has been
published three times this year.
Almost four years went "by before the magazine was reorganized in January of this year. The
M. St. Hubert is the proud
last wartime issue came out in
holder of many medals for his
April of 1943.
work, including not only his art
but also his distinguished service
in World War I, during which
period he suffered the loss of one
eye, necessitating a complete visual re-education. His honors in—♦—
clude Gold Medal Prizes received
Black shoes will be part of the in
Paris at the Decorative Art
official uniform next September. Exhibits,
and at Paris InAll men who will be in the cadet ternational1928,
Exposition, 1937. He is
corps at that time are urged to a Lam-eat of
de France,
buy black shoes during the sum- and head of L'Institute
the school of Mural
mer months.
Painting and Frescos at the AmerNo other color shoe will be alSchool of Fine Arts, Fontaiblowed with the grey uniform. Also, ican
since its foundation in 1928.
black socks will be worn and it is leu,
the war, he was a member
advised that socks and shoes of of Until
the council of Perfectionment
other colors are not necessary and of
the Professional School of the
will not be needed.

Black Shoes Required
With Uniform In Fall

City of Paris. Since 1937, St. Hubert has been under the auspices
eign Affairs, and has been spending several months each year
visiting the important centers of
education in the United States,
lecturing on the French tendencies
in art, particularly the evolution
towards the architecture of tomorrow.
Accompanying M. St. Hubert as
his constant companion is his distwtfftiished - wirtr, ~me7-MarTna"-ca^
Montagne St. Hubert. She also is
a recognized artist in her own
right, having made her place in
the art world before her marriage.
Since her marriage, she has worked with her husband, and has
shared many honors with him for
her able assistance in the development of master works.

For the purpose of keeping veterans' records current as pertains
to leave and subsistence, the Clemson branch of the Veterans Administration urges each veteran
student to execute VA Form
7-190S prior to May 25.
Failure to do this will result
in no leave being granted and
will delay receipt of subsistence
for those who return in September after summer vacation.
The time and place for filling
out this form will be announced
at a later date, and W. W. Jordan, training officer, requests that
students not try to contact the
training officer until further
specifications are released.

Old Type Y Handbook
To Be Ready In Fall
For the first time since 1942
the YMCA plans to publish the
old three inches by five inches
size handbook of College information. The book is scheduled to
be ready for distributions on the
day freshmen arrive at Clemson
in September.
Named to edit the 1947-48 issue of tfce annual "Y" Handbook
is Edwin H. Rhyne, arts
and
sciences junior of Clemson. Associate editor is John E. Reese,
arts and sciences senior of Co
lumbia. Other staff members are
R. O. Watson, J. A. Smith, and
R. G. Friar.
Although the five staff members will be responsible for get
ing the material together and for
the general make-up, the majority of the articles will be written by ottier members of 1947-48
YMCA Cabinet.

In July 1942 he was commissioned as a first lieutenant, and
helped shortly thereafter to train
the 343rd M. P. Guard company.
He also served for a time as trial
judge advocate and summary
court officer.
Later he was sent to the Adjutant General's School and then
took training at the Special Service School at Washington and
Lee University.
In November 1943, Dean Washington left for the European
Theater of Operations and became
Education Officer for the Western
Base Section, which included most
of England north of London,
Wales, Scotland, and North Ireland.
He went to the American University at Shrimenham in 1945
and assisted in organizing the
Registrar's Office. Soon afterwards he was sent to Paris and
made Information and Education
Officer for the Bremen Port Command.
In January, 1946, Dean Washington was promoted to the rank
of Major. Just before he was to
return to the States, he was in an
automobile accident in which he
suffered severe shock; a concussion, and a broken right arm He
was not able to recall any of the
details of the accident or any of
the events for several days afterwards. He was flown to the Walter Reed Hospital and received
treatment which soon had him on
the road to recovery.
After his health 'returned, Mr.
Washington, was placed on terminal leave and returned to Clemson
to resume his duties as Dean of
the School of Vocational Education.
Before hio (litharge from active
duty to the reserve he was awarded the Bronze Star Medal.

ToPhilKlinck
Charles E. Cheatham, architecture senior of Greenville, will head
the Central Dance Association for
next year. The president-elect was
named at a recent meeting of the
present senior staff.
The new vice-president is to *c
Phil Klinck, mechanical engineering senior of North Augusta, and
Lewis Thompson, textile engineering senior of Spartanburg, was
elected to fill the treasurer's position.
Other new officers are publicity,
Phil Corker, mechanical engineering junior of Springfield; decorations, Ray Davenport, pre-medicine junior of Williamston; placing
Carl Lowder, vocational agriculture education junior of Tubeville;
and floor, Van Noy Thornhill, mechanical engineering junior of
Charleston.
At the same time six men were
named to the next year's junior
CDA committee with others to be
selected early in the fall semester. The six men are Hank Chambers, Roy Taylor, Johnny Klettner, Jack Zeigler, Fred Shook,
and Perry Gill.
Cheatham stated that the C. D.
A. plans to have at least as many
week-end balls in 1947-48 as this
year, and will try to enlarge on
the past year's program provided
that the student body supports the
organization more fully, and
especially at the smaller dances.
Of 643,000 G. I. loans so far
guaranteed by the government, it
has had to make good in only i35
instances.

^

SNAPSHOT CONTEST
Any Campus Scene
*

■

1st Prize One 8 * : 10 Tinted
2nd Prize One 8 . K 10 Black and White
3rd Prize One 5x7 Black and White
—CONTESTBEGINS—May 10
CLOSES—June 10

^flBBO-tfS
MEWS SHOP
SENECA. S.C.

BARNETT'S STUDIO
Clemson, S. C

THE
CADET'S
OWN
LAUNDRY!

CADET LAUNDRY
FRANK DILLARD

Now Open!
We are returning to the restaurant field in Walhalla with
what we sincerely believe to be the most modern and beautiful such establishment in this section of South Carolina.
We founded and operated the Star Cafe here for 15 years
until 1945 when we sold it. This is an invitation to all our
old customers and new ones to visit us any time.
"Good food and Good Will Await You"
• Those Famous Seigler Steaks
• All Pastries Prepared Here
• Turkey Dinners
• Chicken Dinners
• Plate Lunches
• All Kinds of Sandwiches
Wholesome Food in a Wholesome Atmosphere

Seigler's Steak House
Walhalla, S. C.

When you graduate, you will have one of
Reactivation of the Aviation Cadet program is typical
the finest opportunities to learn to fly ever offered young
of the AAF's continuing effort to provide selected young
men in peacetime.
men every opportunity to earn advancement. Cadets
The Army Air Forces' Aviation Cadet Training Prowho win their wings as today's pilots will be the same
gram gives you that chance. It cannot be duplicated
kind of men who, in wartime, built and manned the
world's mightiest air arm.
anywhere at any price. Leader in new things for aviation — in jet and rocket propulsion, far-ranging heavy
Make your plans now to get in at the start! By applyaircraft, improved navigation facilities, and many other
ing immediately after graduation, you can take your
of the latest developments in a fast-moving field — the
qualifying examinations and enter the July 1st class,
AAF can help you begin a brilliant future.
or — if you want a summer vacation — you can take
The Air Forces have reopened Aviation Cadet training
your examinations now and be ready to enter the
to qualified civilians 18 to 26^ years of age.
class beginning October 15th. Further inMen selected for training as pilots under the
formation is available at AAF Bases, U. S.
terms of the program must be single and have
Army Recruiting Stations, local Civil Air
AIR POWER
had at least two years of college education, or
Patrol headquarters, or by writing to the
the equivalent, in an accredited institution.
Commanding General, Army Air Forces,
Upon successful completion of the course,
Washington 25, D. C.
graduates will be commissioned Second Lieutenants, Army of the United States, and asIS PEACE POWER
signed to flying duty wilih the Army Air Forces,
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING SERVICE

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Clemson Baseballers Win State And Conference Titles
Tigers Have Two
Remaining Games

Tigers Squeeze Landrum Leads
By Erskine Fleet Tiger Hurlers;
In Exciting Game Hazle Second
—^—

BULLETIN
From all statistics that could be
gathered, Clemson has won the
Southern
Conference Baseball
Championship. The University of
North Carolina was in the running last week until they lost
three straight games. As well, as
could be figured, we would win
the championship regardless of
•The, outcome of the Carolina
series.
Clemson's fighting Tigers sewed up the Palmetto state intercollegiate baseball crown
last
week wtih state triumphs over
Furman and Erskine. With the
state title in hand the Bengals
prepare to swing into the final
iwo weeks of the 1947 collegiate
baseball season.
Even though the Tigers have
t vo games left to play, losses in
' aese would not altar the top
position that the Clemson Tigers
3W occupy. The two remaining
imes are with Carolina.
Runner up for the state title
11 be decided this week when
" ;wberry and Presbyterian play
I1 i ie Citadel one game each. At
i present time the second notch
oi the state baseball ladder is occupied by the Blue Hose or Presbyterian College who are closely pursued by the Newberry Ini ns.
Clemson, boasting one of the
* congest pitching staffs in squthcollegiate baseball, has done
i -nasterful job of subdueing their
mg opposition' of- ttie 1947 coliate baseball
season.
The
:hing staff headed by two of
■ top hurlers in the collegiate
su'ith, Joe Hazle and Joe Lancfram, has strong mound reserves
in "Nig"' Griffin, Luther Rentz,
Jryce, and Lefty Bob Martin.
The Bengals are strong in the
r< ceiving department. The bulk
0 the catching chores have been
b mdled by Tom Cleveland and
J m Hazle. The team has an exc llent reserve in the catching
c apartment in Gene Moore who
1 is done fine relief work.
Led by the big bats of Lyn
] acMakin, Dewey Quinn,
and
'. >m "Monk" Castles, the Clem;■! n baseball squad boasts a team
itting average of .284.

Bengals Wallop
Terriers; Hazle
Strikes Out Ten
Clemson's baseball team connuecL - thl&ir .. c<w*iii««*~ or a late
aseball teams as they downed
ie Wofford Terriers on the Melodists field on May 3. Jack
loore, shortstop for the Tigrs, poled a home run and. a
ngle to drive in four runs and
;ad in ttie runs batted in deartment. Frank
Gillespie had
tx total bases on two triples,
ynwood MacMakin, Hale Sherrd, and "Monk" Castles each
ollected two hits for the Tigers.
Joe Hazle went the route for
he visitors giving up ten hits,
nd caused ten Terriers to go
[own swinging. Howard Harvey
tarted for the locals, but gave
ver to Barney Haynes after the
.""igers had pounded him for 7
iits in 4 1-3 innings. Haynes
imited the Tigers to 4 hits in
he 4 2-3 frames he toiled.
The box score:
CLEMSON
AB R H A
Juinn, If
5
0
0
0
:oker, rf
5
1
1
0
/TacMakin, 2b ... 4
3
2
2
herard, 3b
5
1
2
2
"astles, cf
4
2
2
1
'rillespie, lb
5
2
2
0
loroe, Ss . .*
4
2
2
2
leveland, c
3
0
0
1
- as. Hazle, c .... 1
0
1
0
. oe Hazle, p
3
0
0
2
i OTALS
39 11 12 10
fOFFORD
AB R H A
:ullinax, 3b
5
0
1
2
Clark, 2b
5
0
0
1
ephens, c
4
1
2
0
Clark, If
4 0
0
0
lynes, cf, p . . . . 5
2
1
2
>llins, lb
5
1
1
1
levchenko, rf .. 3
1
2
1
ilton, ss
3
0
1
0
arvey, p, cf,
4
1
2
4
5TALS
38
6 10 12
Score by innings:
Clemson
042 020 003
Wofford
101 003 100
Errors: Sherard, Castles, Moore
Cleveland, Clark, Hilton
Runs batted in: Moore
4,
leveland, Sherard 2, Stephens,
levchenko 2, Harvey, Gillespie,
imes Hazle. 2b' hits: Haynes,
. lferard, Castles, Harvey, Rol) is, MacMakin,
James flazle.
' hits: Sherard,
Gillespie 2.
ame run: Moore. SB: Castles.
bfses: Clemson 7,
Wofford 8
r
< ise on balls: Lefton 3, Harvey
, Haynes 1. StrucKout: Hazle 10
arvey
1, Haynes 2. Hits off:
arvey 7 in 4 1-3
innings,
1 lynes 4 in 4 2-3 innings. Losing pitcher: Harvey. Time 2:12.

"Spook" Pulkinen crosses the finish line first in the mile run against South Carolina in a track meet held at Clemson recently.
Coach "Goat" McMillian checks the
time while Coach Bob Jones acts as the' judge. The man on the right is an unidentified
Carolina man. (Photo by Albert Levite)

Pulkinen Excels
In All Top Sports
Carl S. "Spook" Pulkinen, arts
and sciences sophomore of Charleston, is one of Clemson's leading track and boxing
stars.
Spook won six boxing matches
this season plus the
Southern
Conference lightweight crown in
the tournament at the University
of Maryland. He is leading the
track team in total points scored
with 56 markers.
While
attending
Charleston
High, Pulkinen participated
in
five sports; football, basketball,
baseball, boxing,
and
track.
Spook excelled in track and won
the state championship in both
the mile and half-mile events in
1942.
Pulkinen entered the service
in February, 1943, and served as
a radar operator_ with the__§th
Av«ti Ajir Forces in uit L. X. O.
Spook won the welterweight boxing championships at both Boca
Raton, Fla., and Chanute Field,
plus scoring victories in division
track meets.
Pulkinen came to Clemson in
February, 1946, and was awarded
a letter for his outstanding victories in track events.
This season Spook scored two
T. K. O's and won four decision
matches during the boxing schedule. Spook has a very outstanding record for this season.
He has captured first place in
the half-mile event
in all six
Tiger track meets. In the mile
races, Spook has captured four
first places and two second spots.
Pulkinen, Kivett, Lynch, Brown
Williams, Chambers and Whitmire
represented Clemson at the
Southern Conference Track Meet
at Chapel Hill Saturday. Results
of the meet were not available at
press time.

Clemson Net Squad
Close Net Schedule
By Tripping Erskine
—**—

Clemson's tennis squad closed
out a successful season by taking the Erskine Seceders handily on a 7 to 2 count at Due West
May 12. The Bengals' final matches of the season came in the
State tournament at Clinton last
weekend. The results of the tourney were not available
when
The Tiger went to press.
Clemson took the first four
singles matches in the Erskine
meet to win going away.
The
Tiger tennis-men won two of the
three doubles matches to close the
intercollegiate schedule.
Bobo (C) defeated Williams 6-3,
2-6, 6-3; Judy (C) defeated Plaxico 6-3, 6-1; Walker (C) defeated Wilson 2-6, 6-0 6-0; Tinkler
(E) defeated Thornhill 6-2, 6-4;
Cook (C) defeated Kennedy 6-1,
6-2; Williams, Plaxico (E) defeated Cook, Bobo 2-6,6-3, 6-4; Murray, Walker (C) defeated Childresss, Kennedy 6-0, 6-3;
Judy
Thornhill (C) defeated Wilson',
Tinkler 6-4, 6-0.

Batting Averages
Team batting averages up through the Furman game of May
14th is below. Lynwood MacMakin continues to lead the Tiger hitters with a .369 average. Quinn, Castles, and Sherard follow in close
order.
NAME
POS.
AB R H E 2B 3B HR RBI Av.
MacMakin 2b
73 31 27 5
1 2 15 .369
Joe Hazle, p
29
7 10 3
0 0
4 .345
Quinn, of
104 24 34 1
3 3 18 .327
Jas. Hazle, c
.943 2
0 0
1 .333
Sherard, 3b _
_ 81 2,1 25 1
1 2 15 .308
Castles, of
.39
9 12 1
7 .307
Coker, of _J
97 25 27 0
9 .278
Stroud, of
46 10 12 0
0 0 10 .260
Moore, ss
62 16 15 18
1 1 12 .242
Cleveland, c
52 9 12 3
0 0
8 .231
Gillespie, lb
84 23 18 9
3 2 14 .214

IPTAY and
ALUMNI
-NOTES

Wolfpack Out Runs
Clemson Tracksters

Clemson capatlized on a bad
hop single that went for a home
run and an error on an outfield
fly to down a fighting Erskine
squad Friday afternoon May 9,
on the Tigers' diamond.
Mack
Harris held the home club in
check up to the seventh. MacMakin drew a walk, and Gillespie hit a single to centerfield
that took a bad hop over the retriver's head and went for a
home run. In the bottom half of
the ninth, Quinn singled, Moore
was safe on a fielder's choice,
and then Castles hit a fly to left
field that bounced out of the
fielder's hand into the hedge that
went for two bases, and allowed
Moore to score with the winning
run.
Joyce worked three innings
for the home club and gave up
one hit while striking out 3 and
walking two. Rentz pitched the
next five innings and was touched for two runs and 4 hits. Joe
Hazle came in to retire the Fleet
in the ninth, and received credit
for the win. Mack Harris' curve
ball had the Tigers hitting the
ball into the dirt. Erskine's outfield made only 4 putouts for the
game.
The box score:
Clemson
AB R H PO A
Coker rf
4 0 110
MacMakin, 2b
3 10 3 1
Gillespie, lb
4 114 1
Sherard, 3b
4 0 0 0 1
Quinn, If
3 0 12 0
Moore, ss
3 12 3 0
Stroud, cf
3 0 O 2 0
Cleveland, c
10 0 7 1
Jas. Hazle, c
10 0 5 0
Joyce, p
10 0 0 0
Rentz, p
10 0 0 2
Joe Hazle, p
0 0 0 0 0
Fisher, x
0 0 0 0 0
Martin, xx
1 0 0 0 0
Castles, xxx
1 0 0 0 0
TOTALS
30 3 5 27 6
x-Batted for Cleveland in 5th
xx-Batted for Rentz in 8th
xxx-Batted for Stroud in 8th.
ERSKINE
AB R H PO A
Ur, If
3 0 1 0 0
White, ss
3 0 0 4 7
Fowler, 3b
40 0 1 5
Blackston, cf ... 4 2 2 4 0
Middleton, c .. 4 ,0 1 2 0
McCoy, lb
4 0 1 12 0
Somers, 2b
3 0 0 2 1
Anderson, rf
4 0 0 0 0
Harris, p
4 0 0 0 1
TOTALS
33 2 5 a25 14
a-one out when winning run
scored.

The Clemson Tigers lost their
first track meet of the year as
Chuck Dressen, New York
they bowed to North Carolina
State in a 83 1-3 to 47 2-3 de- Yankee baseball coach, was
formerly, with the Brookj^n X>odg.-.
-isat--M»3' 2 »t Clemsan
Chuck Chambers, State dash era.
man, led 'his team to victory with
three first's and ran as anchor
man for the State relay team.
Summaries:
CLUB NEWS FROM HERE AND
100 Yard dash: Morgan (C),
THERE: The York County Club Whitmire
(C), Cureton
(C).
held a meeting in Rock Hill on Time: 9:9.
220 Yard dash: Chambers (S), MEN FOR SALES WORK
April 25th, and the fololwing officers were elected: A. N. White- Morgan (C), Whitmire (C). Time
CONTACTING
sides, president; C. H. Albright, 21.6. ,
440 Yard run: Chambers (S),
vice-president;
R.. B. Waters,
PHYSICANS, HOSPITtreasurer; and Harper Gault, sec- Ormings (S), Allen (C). Time
retary. A very good meeting was 52.2.
ALS, ETC.
880 Yard run: Pulkinen (C),
reported with about seventy-five Dalton
(S), Rasbury (S). Time
present. The meeting was held at 2:04.0.
the Andrew Jackson Hotel. Dr
Two Mile: DuBose (S), Adams Long established nationally
Poole, Mr. Woodard, Coach How- and Davis (both S) tie for sec- known ethical pharmaceutical
ard
and Walter Tilley
were ond. Time: 10:35.
manufacturer has limited numguests, Quite a number of high
120 High hurdles: Jones (S), ber of openings for men inschool boys and sons of Clemson Goodman (S), Williams
terested in contacting physici(C).
men were present. Football pic- Time: 15.6.
ans to promote and interpret
tures were sChown.. The Charlesmost recent developments of
220
Low
'hurdles:
Chambers
ton County Club held a recent
medical and pharmaceutical
(S),
Jones
(S),
Marbury
(C).
meeting, and elected new officers Time: 25.2.
research.
with about a hundred present. The
High jump: Dickery (S), and Permanency, security and exnew. officers are William L. Schacellent opportunities for adchte, '34, president; Percy Miley, Owens (S) tie for first, Buck
vancement for successful men
'27, vice-president; F. G. McCoy, (C) and Pickett (S), tie for third.
Height
5
feet
10
inches.
in this organization.
Salary
'33, secretary. Retiring
officers
Broad jump: Lynch (C), Wiland Expense.
are Paul Quattlebaum, president;
William L. Schachte, 'vice-presi- liams (C), and Dickey (S). DisMinimum of 3 years college
dent; and Percy Miley, secretary. tance: 22 feet 9 1-2 inches.
work with major in biological
Pole
vault:
Brown
(C),
and
Guests at the meeting included Dr.
sciences such as zoology, comPoole, Coach Howard, Bob Jones, Blue (S) tie for first, Hardee (C).
parative anatomy, physiology,
and Walter Tilley
The An- Height 11 feet 6 inches.
bacteriology, organic chemisShot put: Byler (S), Holhousderson County IPTAY Quarterback Club held its regularly er.(C), Donstanko (S). Distance try, etc. Age 21-30.
monthly
meeting
on
May 46 feet, 6 5-8 inches.
Replies held strictly confiden5th. Approximately fifty were
tial. Give full information reDiscus: Byler (S),, Andrews
present
Coach
Bob
Jones (S), Dostanko (S). Distance: 120 garding background.
made a
talk, and pictures feet 1 inch.
of the spring practice footBOX 1173, CLEMSON, S. C.
Javelin: Kivett (C), Miller (S),
ball game were shown. The Dickey (S). Distance: 178 feet,
next meeting will be held June 2 1-2 inches.
2nd when Coach Randy Hinson
Relay; Shuford, Dal(|on, Orwill be the speaker. The club is mins, Chambers (S). Time 3:38.2.
now in the mist of a membership
drive
H. F. Rivers of Charles- bers of the first class at Clemson
living in Greenville now. They
ton '13, has three sons at Clemson are W. K. Livingston. B. R.
now—a junior, a sophomore, and Turnipseeed, Walter L. Miller and
a freshman. There are four mem- Max Crayton.

WANTED-

Comfort Plus!
That's what you get in
an Arrow sports shirt
— comfort plus style,
singing patterns, and
durability.
Most Arrow sports
shirts are washable.

YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

May 23 — Baseball game with
South Qarolina 3 p. m.
May 24 — Baseball game with
Joe Landrum is currently lead- South Carolina 3 p.' m.
ing the Tigers hurlers in games
won and lost. Landrum has workWith these two games, Clemed nine games and has captured son will close out its
spirng
eight. Hazle, the other Joe of the
Clemson mouna staff, is tagging sports program.. The tennis, track
Landrum closely with a record golf and baseball teams have
of nine wins and two losses. Lu- been very successful with the
ther Rentz has a perfect season baseball team winning both state
but has worked only two games
and conffeoience 'championships.
for which he received credit.
Hazel has fanned 70 hitters
May 23—Friday, 3 p. m.—Baseand leads in the free tickets to ball game with Carolina Gamefirst base with a total of 37
Landrum has allowed only j.2 cocks.
bases on balls while sending 11
Dewey Quinn will be presented
potential hitters back to th;
Adam
Hat-Jack Dempsey Outblench for a drink of water.
Rentz has set down 15 hitters on standing Athlete Trophy.
strikes and has issued only five
May 24—Saturday — Baseball
walks.
game with Carolina Gamecocks.
W L SO BB PCTG.
Landrum 8
1 71 12 .888
Hazle ... 9
2 70 37 .818
Rentz
2
0 15
5 1.000
Errors: Ur, Moore, MacMakin;
Runs batted in: McCoy, Blackston Gillespie 2, Castles. 2b hits:
Blackston. Left on bases: Clemson 6, Erskine 7. Strike outs: Harris 2, Joyce 3, Rentz 8,
Hazle
1. Base on balls: Harris 3, Joyce
Z. Hit by pitcher: by Joyce (Ur.).
Passed ball: Middleton.
Stolen
bases: Ur, Moore, Fisher, Quinn.
Hits off: Joyce 1 in 3 innings,
Rentz_4 m 5 innigs, Hazle O in
1 innings. Winning pitcher: Hazle. Losing pitcher Harris. Umpires: White and Heath
Kirby Farrell, former major
league baseballer, is now manager
?£ *%?'■ £PaTtant>urg Peaches of
the Tri-State loop.

At Clemson

BOB BRADLEY
Smokes
CHESTERFIELDS
HE SAYS,
"They always satisfy my
taste".
\ nation-wide survey shows
that Chesterfields are TOPS
with College Students from
coast-to-coast.

Come Out To

FULLERS^CAFE
Steaks - Chicken
Oysters - Dinners
Sandwiches - Short Orders
On Sundays—Open 12 Noon
\y% Miles out Seneca Highway
L. T. FULLER

— Owner and Manager
mwmm

Dollar Days Feature
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
and SATURDAY

500 Pairs
MEN'S SUMMER
Sharkskins, Tropicals
Rayons and Gabardines

SLACKS
One Group of
$5.95 and $6.95

$4 pr

Values

One Group of
$7.95 and $8.95

$5 pr

Values

Gallant-Belk Co
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
mMi','■

• • t

Our best wishes to you . .. May We

THE YMCA MM

Have The Pleasure of Serving You
Again in the Coming Years

Thanks to all Students for your Patronage

AT 11:00 A. M. AND 3:00 P. M. DAILY

SPECIAL

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

Orders for Birthday and Wedding Cakes!
Also Party Cakes! ONE Day notice all
that is necessary.

P. S. McCollum, Owner

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

STEWART - MERRIT
26 S. Main St

HOME GAMES
-»

rz

HOT ROLLS

I"

Sports Calendar

Kilroy has been found in the
person of Joseph F. Kilroy of
Brooklyn, N. C.
. The American Legions today
has 16,300 posts, an all-time record.

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN

Greenville, S. C.

CINNAMON ROLLS AND DANISH PASTRY
ALL TYPES OF PASTRY!

Ice Cream
JI«

Sandwiches

Soft Drinks

Milkshakes

The TIGER—'He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Quinn Will Receive Adam Hat Trophy at Graduation
• ••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

I Dr. Poole Will Present the Pelzer

Star Wlth Tr h Durin Exercises

Clemson Wins Series From Furman 3 Games To 1
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP FOR BASEBALLERS
Coach Raady Hinson and his baseball charges have come
through with another state championship. The Tigers were
acclaimed the champs last week after it appeared that Newberry, an early contender for the crown, and P. C. lost some
games, and enabled the boys from Tigertown to reap the
harvest. Clemson still has two additional games to play off
with the South Carolina Gamecocks. Even if the Birds were
to beat Clemson both games, we would still have the championship in the bag. Our record of 14 wins and 1 loss cannot
be surpassed for the baseball season that will be rung down
at the end -of this week.

CAROLINA IMPROVED CLUB
It is our opinion that Carolina has the most improved
ball club in the state. After a slow start, the Gamecock
pitchers found the plate, and the batters began to bust
the fence, and as a result, have won their last five games.
Cy Szakasci, "Bo" Hagen, Berlin, and Fred Snoddy have
been pitching some creditable' games lately, and it wouldn't surprise us if 'the visiting Birds didn't give us some
up-to-date Southern Conference competition this Friday
and ^Saturday.
However, our two pitching aces will
be ready to pour on the coals, and try to subdue such hitters as Pinkerton, Sykes, Dunham, and the like. Two victories in this series would virtually assure Clemson of the
Southern Conference baseball championship.
CONGRATULATIONS TO DEWEY
Dewey Quinn really walked away .with the voting for
the most outstanding athlete at Clemson. Quinn was the man
for the award.
He was the only senior in the school that
showed the get up -and go to make all three first teams in,
the school's major sports.
The Adam Hat Sports Trophy will be an annual affair
fcr Clemson along with 408 other colleges throughout the
United States. Jack Dempsey is the head of the committee to
contact all these schools, and assure them that the trophy
gets to its destination. It is now in the Field House, and will
'be removed this Friday to be given to its permanent possessor.
We were really surprised in that so much interest
was created in this balloting. Over 1800 votes were cast,
and this represents nearly eighty-five percent of the boys
'that eat in the mess hall. There 'were some few who still
thought that they were playing around, and would create some comment by voting for some absurd or ficticous
person. However, of the 1836 votes cast, only fifty ran
■ astray, and failed to vote for a legitimate person.
For
inetunce, there were the usual -votes for Kilroy, Richard,
;, and several others that have slipped our mind.
We are happy to see that enough voters saw that this
was something for the winner 'to be proud of, and give
the man who deserves it.
TATE SQUAD
About this time every year, you see people start comparing notes as to who will make the all-state baseball team.
This year, there have been so many stars that it was hard
to decide just who should be put where. However, we have
looked the field over, and come up with our guess on fifteen
men, and just where they should go. On the pitching staff,
any coach should be proud to have Joe Hazle and Joe Landrum of Clemson, Glenn Turk of Furraan, and Joel Dukes of
Newberry hurling about every four days or so. For the receiving position, Billy Phillips of Furman would be our number one backstop with Chinners of Newberry always ready
to come in. Going around the infield, we like Gregg of Newberry at first, Phil Clark of Wofford at second, Pinkerton
of South Carolina holding down the third sack, and; Bob
Stewart chasing the grass cutters around short stop.
For
the utility infielder's spot, we give our nod to Sykes of Carolina for his fine all round play this year. To roam the outer
gardens, we have selected four men who have looked good
both afield and at bat. Dewey "Quinn of Clemson for his good
hitting, and fancy base running, Jack Schuyler of Furman
on heavy hitting, and Earl Dunham of Carolina and Bill
Henderson of The Citadel on all round play, go to make up
the outfield.
This aggregation would have a combined hitting average of over .300 excluding the pitchers. The chunkers have
won about twenty-five games between them, and have lost
seven or eight, which is good pitching in anybody's league.
GOOD SEASON FOR TRACKSTERS
Coach "Rock" Norman has carried his track squad through
a successful season just ended. The team was undefeated in
state play with three victories and no defeats. The only defeat suffered by the Tigers was at the hands of N. C. State.
Clemson came out second in the state track meet at Clinton
last week. Coach Norman released the leading point makers
as Pulkien 56, Lunch 44 7-10, Morgan 39, Brown 28, Kivett
28, Donkle 21 1-4, Holshouser 19, Whitmire 18, Marbury 17,
Allen 16 1-4, Facchin 1^ 1-4, Cureton IS, Price 15, Chambers
13 3-4, Jordon 14, and Hardee 11. Eighteen other men accumulated anywhere between eight points and one point.

\ Not Just a fine Pea
(An Outstanding Value

{MRSMKP
CAPW
(
'For Only

$
$1

75

(' 8

Rolls CA* ink on
dry)
Writes 3 months to
3 years without refilling.
Won't leak in any
position.
Reloads cleanly
with a cartridge.
CA* means Capillary
Action Cartridge.
No Luxury
Tax

CLEMSON

PHARMACY
and
BUS STATION
Clemson, S. C.

The Clemosn Tigers won the
third game of the Furman series
last Tuesday afternoon on
the
Clemson diamond by a score of
9-6. Joe Hazle went the route
for the locals giving up eight hits
and sending seven Hornet batters down "by the strike
out
roule. Godwin started for Uie
visitors, -but was disposed of in
the fifth inning. Lollis came in
fhe sixth frame, and faired little 'better. "Mitchell finished the
game out for Furman.
Dewey Quinn led the home attack with three hits in five attempts. Gillespie and
Sherard
garnered in two hits apeice..
The box score:
CLEMSON
AB R H A
Coker, r'f
4
1
1
1
MacMakin, 2b
1
2
0
2
Gillespie, l'b, ss . . 4
1
2
2
Sherard, 3b
5
1
2
2
5
13
0
Quinn, If
Castles, If
'3
1
1
0
Moore, ss
2
1
0
1
Martin, lb
1
0
0
0
Cleveland, c
2
0
0
2
Jim Hazle, c . . 1
0
0
1
Joe Hazle, p
2
1
1
1
Fisher, x
0
0
0
0
TOTALS
29
9 10 12
AB R H A
FURMAN
Keer, rf
4
1
1
0
Little, lb
5
0
2
0
Philips, c
4
1
2
2
Schuyler, cf
2
1
1
1
Stewart, ss
3
2
1
6
Barnett, "2b
4
0
1
1
Truluck, If
4
0
0
0
Baker, 3b
3
1
0
0
Godwin, p"
1
0
0
2
Lollis, p
.... 1
0
0
0
Mitchell, p
1
0
0
0
TOTALS
32
6
8 12
Score by innings:
Furman
003 002 010
Clemson
200 003 13x

Clemson combined tweleve hits
with eleven Furman errors to defeat the Hornets 13-3 in the final
game
of the four game series.
Clemson won the series three
games to one.
Clemson started the
scoring
early by pushing across four runs
in their first turn at bat.
The
visitors combined three hits, a
walk, and an error to take an
early lead. Three more runs were
fashioned in the second frame on
three bingles and another Furman miscue. The lead continued
to mount in the third frame as a
hit, • and error, and a balk were
good for the eighth and ninth
runs. The Tigers made it an even
dozen in the fifth canto without getting a ball out of the infield. Four
Furman
misplays
brought home the bacon.
The
Tigers added their last marker
in the seventh on two
doubles
and
a single. Furman scored a
single tally in the second, frame
and two more in the sixth. Joe
Landrum went the route for the
Tigers giving up six hits while
striking out eight.
Score by innings:
Clemson
432 300 100
Furman
010 002 000
Larry Coker, former Sports
Editor of The Tiger, was one of
Clemson's leading baseball players in 1940.

Dewey Quinn has been chosen
the outstanding athlete at Clemson for the 1946-47 session, and
will be awarded the Adam Hat
Sports Welfare Trophy at graduation exercises in June.
Dr.
R. F. Poole will make the presentation.
In a special election held by
The Tiger, in collaboration with
the Athletic Department, Quinn
won over his nearest competitor
by a four to one majority.
There were a total of
1836
votes cast, and of this number,
voters placed 1235 ballots in the
box for this popular athlete. The
closest
man to "The
Pelzer
Phamton" was Frank Gillespie
with a total of 340 votes. Other
men who recieved votes in the
election were
Eddis Freeman,
June Pruitt, "Spook" Pulkinen,
"Chip" Clark, Bobby Gage, Bill
Hunter, "Hank" Walker, and Joe
Landrum. Numerous other votes
were cast for men who participated in only one sport, but the
outcome was so unaminous that
it
was no doubt that Dewey
Quinn is the outstanding athlete
at Clemson now.
Quinn started his athletic career at Newberry, and after two
years there, transefrred to Tigertown to complete his schooling. He made letters last year in
basketball, football, and
baseball. For the season just passed,
Quinn made fisrt string in all
three of Clemson's major sports
He was also chosen co-captain
of the basketball squad last fall.

♦—

Clemson lost possession of the
state track title May 10 at
Clinton as th University of South
Carolina, led by Norman Rucks,
captured the 20th annual South
Carolina
intercollegiate
track
meet. The Birds garnered
63
points as the Tigers scored S3
markers. Furman scored 24 2-10
tallies to take third place.
Scooter Rucks, the
Carolina
speedster, was a ward d the trophy
as high scorer of the meet. Rucks
scored first in the 220, and 440,
fourth in the 100 yard dash, and
ran as anchor man for fhe Gamecocks winning relay team.
The
Carolina dash specalist took the
baton for tfne final leg of
the
mile relay making a 40 yard deficit to overhaul Alllen, the Bengal sprinter,
and drive to
a
meager victory.
Hootchie
Morgan
and
Jim
Whitmire, Tiger dash men, won
first and second places, respectively in the 100 yard dash.
Brown,
Bengal
pole
vaulter.
cleared the bar at 11 feet and
10 inches to take first place in
that event.
No state recorqs were broken
and no new records were established at the meet at Clinton.
Mile run: Thornton, Carolina,
first, Pulkinen, Clemson, second.
Rayle, Clmeson, third;
Boyd.
Clemson, fourth. Time: 4:40.8.
High jump: Strombaugh Furman, first; Atwell Carolina; McGill Carolina; and Lynch Clemson, tied for second, Height: 5 ft.
8 1-4 inches.
440-Yard dash:'Rucks Carolina,
first; Watts Presbyterian,
second; McKenzie Carolina, third;
Janicula The
Citadel,
fourth
Time: 51.2.
Shot put: Ray Wilson Carolina, first; Wham Furman, second; Holhouser third;
Riddle
Presbyterian, fourth.
Distance;
15 feet 3 3-4 inches.
100 Yard dash: Morgan Clemson, first; Whitmire
Clemson,
second; Wallace Walkup Presbyterian, third;
Rucks
Carolina,
fourth. Time: 10.2.
120-Yard high hurdles: Atwel]
Carolina, first; Ratliff Carolina
second, Faile
Furman,
third;
Lowe Clemson, fourth.
Time:
15.8.
Dioeu=: Beeland
Presbjrtoripr.,"
first; Wham
Furman,
second;
Riddle Presbyterian, third; Wilson Carolina, fourth.
Distance
138 ft. 6 1-4 inches.
Javelin: Kivett Clemson, first;
Lawhorn Carolina, second; Dewald, The Citadel, third; Wilson
Carolina, fourth. Distance:
179
feet 1 inch.
880-Yard run: Pulkinen Clemson, first; Chambers
Clemson.
second; Hunley Carolina, third;
Monts Newberry, fourth.
Time
2:4.6.
220-Yard dash: Rucks Carolina,
first; Morgan Clemson,
second
Thomason Furman, third; Whitmire Clemson, fourth. Time: 22.2
Broad jump: Lynch Clemson,
first; Williams Clemson, second;
Coyle Furman,
third;
Rucks
Carolina', fourth;
Distance: 22
feet 2 5-8 inches.
Pole vault: Brown
Clemson
first; McCook Carolina, second
Hughse
Presbyterian,
third
Polk Cit, and Brown Carolina,
tied for fourth. Height: 11 feet
10 inches.
Two-mile run: Doler Furman,
first; Thornton Carolina, second;
Price
Clemson,
third;
Rayle
Clemson, fourth. Time: 10:50.8.
220-Low hurdls: Ratliff Carolina, first;
Mashaw
Carolina,
second; Marbury Clemson, third;
Atwell
Carolina, fourth. Time:
26 seconds.
Mile relay: Carolina (McKenzie, Hunley, Galloway and Rucks)
first; Clemson, second; Presbyteian, third; Furman,
fourth.
Time: 3:33.7.

Turk Best Hazle
For Furman Win
Clemson's baseball squad tasted
its first defeat in state competition at the "hands of the Furman
Purples in Greenville May 6 by
a 7 to 4 final tally. Clemson collected four hits off the offerings
of Glen Turk, Baptist fireballer, three of them by Homer Coker
and the other, a double, by
Dewey Quinn.
Joe Hazle was on the hill for
the Tigers and spun a five hitter.
Hazel whiffed ten and
walked
three: Three of the-J*urpte hits
came in the sixth when Furman
collected six runs to wipe out a
4 to 0 Tiger lead.
Coker opened the game with a
triple to left field and scored to
send the Bengals off to a 1 to 0
lead. Clemson tallied again in the
third rack on Coker's second hit
of the night and Quinn's ringing
double.
Boxscore
CLEMSON
AB R H PO A
Coker. rf
3 0 0
McMakin, 2b
0 13
Quinn, If ..
14 0
Sherard, 3b
0 0 1
Gillespie, lb
3
0 7 0
Stroud, cf
2
0 0 0
Moore, ss
2
0 2 1
Cleveland, e
0
0 2 1
Jas. Hazel c
3
0 8 0
Joe Hazel, p
4
0 0 4
Fisher, x
0
0 0 0
Martin, xx
0
0 0 0
Castles, xxx ....
1
0 0 0
TOTALS
29
4 24 9
x, batted for Stroud in 9th
xx, batted for'Moore in/ 9th
xx.batted for Cleveland in 9th
FURMAN
AB R H PO A
Kerr, lb
2
0 12 0
Little, 2b
3
0 2 0
Phillips, c
2
1 3 1
Schuyler, cf
4
1 0 0
Stewart, ss
3
0 3 6
Barnett,' 3b
4
2 4
Truluck, If
4
0 2
Bailey, rf
3
0 1
Baker, 3b
1
0 0
Turk, p
3
1 0
TOTALS
29
5 27 15

Clemson's
baseball
Bengals
swarmed all over the Furman
Hurricane Monday
May 5
at
Clemson to win by a 19 to 7 margin. The game was a comedy of
bases-on-balls and errors.
The
Tigers scored their nineteen tallies with the aid of only thirteen
base knocks. Joe Landrum was
on the hall for Clemsion and
coasted to an eleven hit win.
Frank Gillespie led the hitting
for the Tigers with three-forfive including, one homer. Joe
Landrum colected two hits for
three official trips to the plate.
Kerr, Furman rightfieWer, garnered three of the Purples' eleven hits.
Clemson scored seven runs in
the wild sixth inning on three
hits, seven walks, and one wild
pitch. Coach Lyles Alley, Furman helmsman, paraded three
pitchers to the mound in a futile
effort to show the tide of Tigers
runs. McMakin smashed a double
to add to the festivities of the
inning.
Clemson began
hitting
the
slants of reliefer Bob Stewart in
the eighth frame and scored nine
more times.
Box Score:
CLEMSON
AB R H POA
Coker, rf
5 2 1 1 0
McMakin, 2b
5 2 2 1 3
Quinn, If
5 2 2 2 0
Sherard, 3b
5 2 2 1 2
Stroud, cf
4 3 1 3 0
Castles, cf
1 0 0 0 0
Gillespie, lb
5 4 3 10 0
G. Moore, c
3 1 0 0 0
Cleveland, c
10 0 4 0
Landrum, p .... 3 2 2 3 2
Fisher, x
0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS
38 19 13 27 9
x Batted foT Cleveland in 4th.
FURMAN
AB R H PO A
Kerr, rf
5 1 3 0 0
Little, lb
5 2 2 4 1
Phillips, c
4 0 0 4 1
Schuyler, cf
4 0 0 2 1
Stewart, ss, p
4 1 2 5 2'
Barnett, 2b
4 2 2 4 0
Truluck, If
4 1 1 3 0
Baker, 3b
4 0 12 3
Godwin, p
3 0 0 0 0
Lollis, p ...
• 0 0 0 0 0
Mitchell, p
0 0 0 0 0
Kneece, ss ...... 0 0 0 0 1
Griffin, p
1 0 0 0 0
TOTALS
38 7 11 24 9
Score by innings:
Clemson
101 107 09x
Furman
200 301 100

Clemson Holds
On To Stale Lead
—#■—

State . Standings.
State baseball standings
at
the close of the seventh week of
the 1947 season, with two weeks
to go:
State games only:
W L Pet Gtp.
Clemson
12 1 .923 4
Presbytreian
. .
7 4 .636 1
Newberry
....
8 5 .615 1
South Carolina
6 7 .461 5
Wofford
4 6 .400 2
Furman
4 7 .364 3'
The Citadel
1 4 .200 3
Erskine
1 9 .100 1

INTERWOVEN SOCKS

—

ARROW SHIRTS

DELICIOUS

Smokes
CHESTERFIELDS

BARBECUED
SANDWICHES
Curb Service Only

He Says—
Groceries

"They give me what I want,
something' cool and satisfying".

—!—

Mea's

Phone 9611

A nation-wide survey shows
shows that CHESTERFIELD
ARE TOPS with College Students from coast-to-coast.

Super Highway, Just Outside
city limit.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

BETTER MEN'S WEARING APPAREL

MICHAELS-STERN CLOTHES
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
NUNN-BUSH SHOES

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 N. MAIN ST,.

ANDERSON, S. C.

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT

Clemson .
Anderson
Anderson ._
Abbeville _
Greenwood
Greenwood
Newberry ..
Greenwood
Saluda
Columbia —

STONE BROTHERS

I'Ae Tigers of Clemson added
another
Southern
Conference
victory on May 10 by downing a
game Davidson nine at Davidson by a score of 15-1. Clemson
held a 6-1 lead going into the
top half of the ninth, but then
the Tigers put the game on ice
by pushing accross
nine runs.
The visitors garnered sixteen hits
with Sherard, Quinn, and Cok
er collecting three hits apiece.
Joe Landrum went the complete distance for the Hinsonmen
giving up six hits. Earp went
the entire distance for the Wildcats.
The box score:
CLEMSON
AB R H POA
Coker, 'rf
4 2 3 0 0
MacMakin, 2b .. 5 1 2 2 4
Fisher, 2b
0 0 0 0 0
Gillespie, lb, ss • • 6 0 0 9 0
Sherard, 3b
4 3
3 15
Quinr;, If
5 2 3 0 0
J. Moore, ss
2 0 0 2 1
Martin, lb
1 0 0 0 0
Stroud, cf
4 0 0 1 0
Joe Hazle, cf
2 1 2 1 0
Cleveland, c
110 8 0
Jas. Hazle, c
2 1 1 0 0
G. Moore, c
0 0 0 0 0
Landrum. p
3 3 10 0
TOTALS
40 15 16 27 10
DAVIDSON
AB R H
Perarson, ss
4
0
1
Aderton, 3b
4
0
0
Bowman, rf
4
0
2
Sheppard, If
4
0
2
Erb, c
4
0
0
Burris, cf
4
0
0
Ellis, lb
3
1
0
Wade, 2b
3
0
2
Earp, p
3
0
1
TOTALS
33
1
6
Clemson
021 001 029
Davidson
000 010 000

BILL MOORE

Quick Service for .Express

HOKE SLOAN
Clehison, S. C.

THE CRICKET

AT, 4DLEMSON

Economical... Safe

FROM CLEMSON TO

"OUTFITTERS TO CLEMSON MEN"

Tigers Win Over
Davidson by 15-1

TRAVEL BIBUS

New Shipment Slacks and Sport Shirts
at

s
Gillespie Is Runner-up
In Athletic
Poll May 8
—•—

Baseballers Win Cindermen Take Bengals Defeat
Over Furman 9-6 Second Place In Furman In First
State Track Meet Of Four Games

Furman Is Victim
For Third Time
—♦—:—
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REMEMBER
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
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AR1010 210 415
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.
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LV1130 330 530
AR1130 420 625
AR1159 500 655
LV155 420 715
AR 228[ 530| 715|
LV1130| 3301 5301
AR1200 355 6001
AR 100 455 700
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330
510
515
530
630
635
730
730
815
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655
835
835
850
950
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1100
1100
84611130
1100
'|1132
750 HOG
82011130
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Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

Civilian and Military Clothes

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF FOR REGULAR RIDERS

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

CAROLINA STAGES, INC
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.

Your interests are his.
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clenison A & M"

Juniors Will
Present Class
Play Tonight

CLEMSON, S. Cv MONDAY, MAY 19, 1947

General Alumni Meeting Planned For June 19
Reunions Slated
For Nine Classes

-—♦—

Presentation of the annual junior class play will be tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:00 o'clock.
"Ten Little Indians," a fastmoving three-act mystery drama
by Agatha Christie, has been selected for this year' psroduction.
. The title oX the play refers to
the cluster of statuettes on the
mantelpiece or a wierd country
house on an island off the coast
of Devon and to the nursery
rhyme embossed above them.
This mystery crama has been
successfully enacted on Broadway
as well as on the screen. Ten persons will take part in its enactment.

Plans for the nine-class reunion
to be held at Clemson o-n June 7
have been released by Uncle Jake
Woodward, secretary of the alumni association.
The schedule for the gettogether, which will include the
classes of 1902, 1907, 1912, 1917,
1922, 1927, 1932, 1937, and 1942,
will bs as follows:
At 10:00 o'clock a. m. on June
7 the reunions of the several
classes will be held in separate
meeting places about the campus.
On the same day at 2:30 p. m,,
President S. C. McMeekin of the
a'umni association, vice-president
of the South Carolina Electric and
Ga: Company of Columbia, will
pres'de over the general alumni
meeting in the "Y" auditorium.
McMeekin will also serve as
toastmaster for the banquet to
be given the alumni that night.
Among the graduates of the
class of 1902 who are expected to
attend, the reunion are S. M. Ward
of New York, class president;
Frank Gunby of Boston; H. T.
Canty of Birmingham, Maryland;
Cecil Reed of Fredericksburg, Virginia; Fred K. Norris of Eutawville; J. N. Burgess of Tallahassee, Florida; George Mitchell of
New York, David Cohn of Washington, D. C; H. F. Little of Spartanburg.
Representatives of. the class of
1907 will include William Aull and
Sam Rhodes of Clemson; Fritz
Furtick of Salina, Kansas; E. A.
Crawford .of MeConnelville; R. E.
Dalton of Greenville; L. S. Wolfe

a>or TATE

GfiROUHE TZMENZI.

Concert Band
To Present Second
Program on May 25
—«—

The Clemson Concert
Band
conducted by Hugh H. McGarity
will present its second concert of
the year in the outdoor theater
at 6:00 p. m. on May 25. Its first
program was May 4.
Included on the tentative program are the following numbers:
"Chicago Tribune March," by
Chambers.
"Orpheus in the Underworld,"
overture, by Offenbach.
"Indian Love Call," by Friml.
"Tales
from
the
Vienna
Woods," by J. Strauss.
"Begin the Beguine," by Porter.
Overture from
"Oklahoma,"
bv Rodgers.
"Gate City March (Atlanta),"
moved up to six o'clock in ordby Weldon.
Time of the concert has been
er that the mid-afternoon heat
may be avoided.

Sponsors for the Junior-Senior Banquet May 16 and for the following dances
were, top row, (1. to r.) Carolina Ravenel of Columbia for Senior Class Vice-President
Will Kinard, Jean Padget of Saluda for Senior Class President Wellborn Cook, Dot
Tate of Anderson for Senior Class Historian Ralph Collins; bottom row, Joyce Ballentine of Furman for Junior Class Secretary-Treasurer W. M. Patrick, Jean Crouch
of Winthrop for Junior Class Vice-President Phil Corker, and Betty Byrd of Kingstree for Junior Class Historian Fred Norris.

Firm Offers Students
Discount On Tires
Clemson students, faculty members and employees of the college, have been offered a discount
on the purchase of Goodyear Auto
Tires by the C. and W. Home Supply, Main Street, Seneca.
This offer is open only to people
directly associated with Clemson
and is the first time in the history
of the college that something on
this order has been presented to

the people at Clemson.
Students may use their athletic
cards for identification. Certificates for non-students may be obtained from the following men:
—•-—
members of the experiment staE. B. Rogers, junior_ from Sumtion from Mr. McGinty; members
of the extension department from ter, was elected president of the
Mr. Williams; faculty members American Society of Agriculture
and employees from Mr. Brown in Engineers at a meeting on May
the treasurer's office.
Other officers elected, are V. K.
Quattlebaum, sophomore of Williston, vice-president; I. A. Mcln-

Rogers Slated To Be
ASAE Head Next Year

Wanted

interested in the subjects covered
of Orangeburg.
in these courses may secure full
Some of the 1912 men who are
details from Dr. Aull.
expected are A. G. Small of L'ttle
City, North Carolina; H. C. Jennings of Bishopville; David B. Hill
Courses in agricultural cooperaof Milwaukee, Wisconsin; j. C. tion, public finance, and governCaldweil of Charlotte; A. P. Fant
of New Orleans, president of the ment policies affecting agriculture
will be offered at Clemron this
class.
summer, according to D. G. H.
James H. McHugh, better known
The following £re a few of the
grads of 1917 who will attend: Aull, head of the Department of as "Mr Bud," ends 56 years of
Sam Littlejohn of Philadelphia, Agricultural Economics and Rural service to the college community
Pennsylvania, class president; Sociology. For the course in govTom Dewey of Spartanburg; K. O. ernment, policies affecting agri- next month. Mr. McHugh has serHobbs of Charlotte; William Jef- culture several outstanding speak- ved as chief engineer of the colfries of Burlington, North Caro- ers have been secured.
lege and community power plant
Among those l'sted by Dr. Aull
lina; H. T. Arthur of Bristol,
as speakers are Professor O. B. during this period.
Tennessee.
The service record of this 78From the class of 1922: W. P. Jesnesi of the University of
Tyler of Atlanta, Georgia; C. B. Minnesota, who is scheduled to be year-old engineer to the campus
Cannon of Laurens; L. C. Bussey at Clemson during the week of tops all others by half a dozen
of Lafayette, Indiana; J. F. Au- June 23, and Professor W. G. years or more. Mr. McHugh can
Murray of Iowa State College, recall such historic events as the
ten of Hartsville.
Representing the class of 1927: Who is to be here for the week hand construct:on of the first barL. B. Massey of Spartanburg; E. of June 30. Dr. Aull expressed
P. Spencer of Jenesco, New York; pleasure at being able to secure racks.
"Mr. Bud's" retirement also repM. H. Hande, of Jacksonville these men and other outstanding
speakers to- assist in the courses
Florida.
resents
the end of the present
Each course will be a 3-hour
From the 1932 graduates: Alpower plant, since it is to be recredit
course
and
w'll
be
taught
fred P. Kent of New Britain,
Connecticut; J. E. Baker of one hour each day for six days of placed by a new, more modern
the week. Farm loaders and other" steam plant in the future.
Greensboro, North Carolina.
From the ranks of the members
of the class of 1937: W. K. Lewis
of Hartsville; D. B. Stone of Dayton, Ohio; Lt. Col. Bob Lsroy of
Detroit, Michigan; Gordon Rogers
of New Hyde Park, New York;
Maj. H. L. Floyd of Vest Palm
Beach, Florida; C. C. Friar of
Anderson's Finest
Concord, North Carolina; T. I.
and
Martin of Camp Lee, Virginia;
James Hunter of Schenectady
MOST
MODERN
RESTAURANT
New York.
Also the following members of
"Clemson Students Always Welcome"
the class of 1942: Julian Du=enbury, president of the class;
Anderson, S. C.
Thomas C. Brezeale of Clemson;
and L. L. Bow.en of Greenvil'e.
OH

Special Agriculture
Courses For Summer

McHugh To Retire In
June After 56 Years

MAYFAIR GRILL

nis, junior of Clio, secretary-treasurer; J. H. Shirer, junior of Elloree, reporter; and W. N. McAdams, faculty advisor.
To be eligible for membership
in the club students must be majoring in agriculture engineering
and be above the freshman class
in scholastic standing.
The ASAE meets bi-weekly in
Long Hall, and retiring president
is J. S. Evans.

On Sale At Your Favorite Eating Place

Cox's Peanut Butter Sandwiches

Beauty Operator to work in Berry's Beauty S h o p,
Clemson, S. C. Telephone 4542.

A. W. COX

Come to the shop for

an interview.
Box 174

Easley, South Carolina

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

Have You Signed An Application For Membership In
The Student Co-op?

Greenville, S. C.
If Not See The Vet Representative For Your Hall
Today.

CLEMSON MEN:
We invite you to make your headquarters here while
in Anderson

This Is Your Opportunity To Have A Hand In Doing Present And Future Clemson Students A Good Turn.

ANDERSON'S FINEST

JOHN C. CALHOUN HOTEL

Do Your Bit Today.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Adv.

Nurcbison's Inc.
Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, S. C.

Anderson's Finest

Davis Tires

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
DOBB'S HATS

FREEMAN SHOES

WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES
GUARANTEED 18 MONTHS
All Sizes of

Electric Fans

$2.25 up

'Clemson's Finest'

Truetone

Radio-Phonographs

$37.95

Western Flyer

Bicycles

$37.95

Western Auto
X2EJL

T. D. ARNOLD, Mgr.

SENECA, S. C.

HESTERFI

Dinners-Short Orders

The COLLEGE CAFE

ALL OVER AM ERICA-CHESTER FIELD IS TOPS!
■UMU«iUMil*U

Copyright 1947.

LJCCETT
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TOBACCO CO.

